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Passwords

Passwords are everywhere.
How are they used to keep your data safe?

Two different ways:

1. To encrypt data, as a key.

2. To check you are who you claim to be.

Usually the second.



Encrypting data

Caesar Cipher:

HelloWorld → LippsAsvph

Key is d.

In modern world, ciphers should be secure if you know everything
but the key (Kerckhoffs’s principle).



Perfect Secrecy

One Time Pad:

HelloWorld → PhymsQpvhv

Key is idnbeubewsb. . .

Defined perfect secrecy: seeing the ci-
pher text tells you nothing about the
plain text.

Claude Shannon



Authentication and Online Systems

An online system can make decisions.

• Facebook, Twitter, . . .

• Your phone,

• An ATM, credit card, . . .

• . . .

How do we authenticate people?

• Something we know (passwords, security questions, PIN).

• Something we have (key, swipe card).

• Something we do/part of us (signature, voice, fingerprint,
face).



Passwords

• Something we type the same way every time so a computer
can check.

• Can be limited or quite broad.

• PIN for phone or ATM counts.

Want to tell you:

1. How do we choose passwords?

2. How are passwords stored?

3. How are passwords transmitted?



How do people choose passwords?

• 2006: flirtlife, 98930 users, 43936 passwords.

• 2009: hotmail, 7300 users, 6670 passwords.

• 2009: computerbits, 1795 users, 1656 passwords.

• 2009: rockyou, 32603043 users, 14344386 passwords.

• 2013: adobe, 129576416 users, 55855039 passwords.



Top Ten

Rank hotmail #users flirtlife #users computerbits #users rockyou #users
1 123456 48 123456 1432 password 20 123456 290729
2 123456789 15 ****** 407 computerbits 10 12345 79076
3 111111 10 12345 365 123456 7 123456789 76789
4 12345678 9 hallo 348 dublin 6 password 59462
5 tequiero 8 123456789 258 letmein 5 iloveyou 49952
6 000000 7 schatz 230 qwerty 4 princess 33291
7 alejandro 7 12345678 223 ireland 4 1234567 21725
8 sebastian 6 daniel 185 1234567 3 rockyou 20901
9 estrella 6 1234 175 liverpool 3 12345678 20553
10 1234567 6 askim 171 munster 3 abc123 16648

• Storing passwords in the clear is bad.

• Reusing maybe not such a good idea.

• Guessing certainly a possibility.



Adobe

• Adobe encrypted data.

• Key unknown.

• Cipher strong.

• . . . but there’s lots interesting going on.

Rank Cyphertext indicative hint inferred password #users
1 EQ7fIpT7i/Q= 0ne to six in numeral form 123456 1905308
2 j9p+HwtWWT86aMjgZFLzYg== 1234567890 ohne 0 123456789 445971
3 L8qbAD3jl3jioxG6CatHBw== answer is password password 343956
4 BB4e6X+b2xLioxG6CatHBw== adbeandonetwothree adobe123 210932
5 j9p+HwtWWT/ioxG6CatHBw== 123456789 minus last number 12345678 201150
6 5djv7ZCI2ws= 1st 123456 letters qwerty 130401
7 dQi0asWPYvQ= 1234567 is the password 1234567 124177
8 7LqYzKVeq8I= 6 number 1s 111111 113684
9 PMDTbP0LZxu03SwrFUvYGA== adobe photo editing software photoshop 83269
10 e6MPXQ5G6a8= one two three one two three 123123 82606



https: // xkcd. com/ 1286/

https://xkcd.com/1286/


How are Passwords Stored?

Passwords are usually hashed and salted.

Storage:

1. Ask user for password, choose random unique salt.

2. Calculate hash by hashing up the salt.password.

3. Store username, salt and hash.

Verify

1. Ask for username and password.

2. Look up salt and hash for username.

3. Check if hash stored is same as hash up salt.password.

Means people shouldn’t be able to tell you a forgotten password!



How to Share a Secret

1. How to transport the password?

2. Need to send it to other end.

3. Eavesdropper could steal it.

4. We could encrypt it . . .

5. . . . but that needs a key.

There is a way to agree a secret with someone in public, so anyone
listening can’t figure out the secret in practice.



1976: Diffie and Hellman

Though don’t forget Merkle!

http://www.computerhistory.org/, http://ethw.org/, http://www.merkle.com

http://www.computerhistory.org/
http://ethw.org/
http://www.merkle.com


Diffie-Hellman key exchange

Basic idea: Both people do the following:

1. Agree on a number as a generator, say 2.

2. Each Pick a secret number.

3. Multiply two by itself that many times.

4. Tell the other person the answer.

5. Multiply the other person’s answer by itself the secret number
of times.



Why does this work?

Ollie David

2× 2× 2 = 8 2× 2× 2× 2 = 16

16× 16× 16 = 8× 8× 8× 8 =
(2× 2× 2× 2)× (2× 2× 2)×
(2× 2× 2× 2)× (2× 2× 2)×
(2× 2× 2× 2) = (2× 2× 2)×

(2× 2× 2) =
4096 4096

It doesn’t matter what order we do the multiplication in.

To make secure:

• Need big numbers and,

• work with remainder on division by big prime number.



Summary

So now you know:

1. How people choose passwords.

2. Passwords should be stored hashed and salted.

3. How to share a secret in public to encrypt your password.


